GAZETTE
Through the paths of dissent and diplomacy

"Through the paths of
Dissent and
Diplomacy."

The Gyan Bharati MUN society, a student-led initiative, aims to
encourage students to discuss and deliberate about the world's
most pressing issues through Model UN conferences.
A greater understanding of the challenges faced in the current
scenario equip them with enhanced social adaptability, critical
thinking, and leadership skills.
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Message from the Secretary General

Coming together is a beginning, staying together is progress and working together is
success. - Henry Ford
Greetings, dear readers!
It is my honour to write to you all about this incredible experience that ignited a fire of
curiosity in the youth. With the conception of Gyan Bharati MUN 2021, we embarked on a
journey to bring the culture of debate and diplomacy to our school. What went behind the
scenes to bring this event to life is commendable. The entire team put its heart and soul to
make this event successful. From attending several calls, typing out emails and working
late nights, we did it all with the support of the Social House Events team. GBS MUN 2021
has set the precedence for various such conferences to follow. The level of debates in this
edition was phenomenal to witness. With the intent of starting young, we initiated the
special beginner's committee that received an overwhelming response and an even better
feedback. This event is extremely close to my heart as it is something that we pulled off
together from the very beginning. I cherish the memories of fun banter within the
secretariat and the backstage panic situations alike. The wholesome experience is what I
take from it and shall carry it onwards. I wholeheartedly thank everyone who helped us
successfully execute this event in their own way. Till we meet again!
Signing off.

Shreya Ghildiyal
Secretary General

Gyan Bharati School, Saket conducted its first Model United Nations Conference on 20 and 21 August
2021, and had over 100 delegates participating from schools across Delhi.
The two-day conference encapsulated six committees- UNHRC, UNCSW, UNCSW 2 (Beginner’s
Committee) AIPPM, Harry Potter and International Press.
The United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) where delegates deliberated on why education
should be a part of humanitarian aid, and what can be done to provide better legal protection and
security to refugee children in war zones. The United Nations Commission on the Status of Women
(UNCSW) where efforts to eliminate sexual abuse and domestic violence were discussed with
deliberation upon the empowerment of women. UNCSW 2 which was specially organised for the
middle school students. The committee deliberated and proposed solutions on topics of domestic
violence, the situation of women in underdeveloped countries and gender equality with special
emphasis on education. The All India Political Parties Meet (AIPPM), where representatives discussed
the necessity of reasonable restrictions on right to freedom and expression, the historic usage of
sedition/restrictions to freedom of speech and expression. Harry Potter, where delegates gathered to
discuss a crisis perturbing the magical world. International Press where journalists carefully
investigated the committee debates, conducted interviews, covered press conferences and wrote
impactful articles.
The closing ceremony was graced by Major Mohommed Ali Shah, who is an international TEDx
speaker (with the highest number of TEDx talks in the world), TV Panellist, Award winning Actor,
Member of the Board of International Film Festival of Australia.

Anusha Katyal
Convener

Prudence and Politics
Can straightforward political opinions get one arrested? Are the rumoured political propagandas
used by parties executed in reality? Do social media platforms respect privacy? Diya Shah digs deep
into these issues while attending the AIPPM session on the topic- “Reviewing the provisions under
right to freedom of speech and expression within the protocol of Indian Sedition Law.”

“Freedom of speech and expression is a right every citizen has but if misused, restrictions ought to
be imposed.” - Himanta Biswa Sarma
With this statement as the centred controversy, the delegates discussed the necessity of reasonable restrictions
towards the right to freedom of speech, along with freedom of press and media in India. Manoj Jha stated that in
the name of reasonable restrictions; political propagandas were carried out and misused, giving the example of
stopping internet services in 21 Uttar Pradesh districts during the Citizen Amendment Bill(CAB) drafting. Arnab
Goswami, Kappan Siddique and many more were arrested for expressing their opinions. Susheel Kumar
expressed that citizens were accused of sedition without analysing the whole situation which often
misinterpreted the rationales.
Narendra Modi justified that a case was filed for sedition when it was felt that it was not the government being
insulted. It was the reputation, sovereignty, security and integrity of the country being targeted. Constructive
criticism was tolerable to some extent but was not to be misused. He accused the Indian National Congress of
bribing the press to publish articles in its favour and use social media platforms to present radical views.
Congress itself filed 7000 sedition accusations so their statements were controversial to their actions. Amit Shah
conveyed that execution of mendacious information and the need to limit such actions go hand in hand.
Shifting to the deliberation upon the right to privacy, in today’s social media centred world, many issues came
into light regarding policies of platforms including Whatsapp and Twitter. The discussion stood on the pillar of
technological development harming privacy. The policies, referred to as ‘non-compliant’ by Shashi Tharoor,
lacked public consultation which got worse as they were triggered simultaneously to the government and media
being found at loggerheads. The communication gap between the media and the government caught their wires
crossed. Amit Shah explained that the guidelines violated many privacy rules and did not secure individual
privacy. People often did not realise that information shared by them to certain apps was detrimental. Thus, for
the welfare of the country these guidelines ought to be violated.
The committee moved forward to giving closing statements in which solutions were proposed. Sashi Tharoor
suggested applying sedation with much more caution and giving censorial power to people than the government.
Susheel Kumar Gupta expressed that there was no need for sedation laws as media is helpful and shouldn't be
restricted. With vast problems yet to be discussed and solutions yet to be evolved, the session ended with Amit
Shah motivating all to keep working towards the development of the nation and not to throw up the sponge.

- Diya Shah

Sedition Lost In Self-Conceit
Scouting the current situation of India in terms of ‘sedition’, Diya Shah elaborates a point of view
stressing upon the areas of improvement and furtherance.

Growing up in a world where movements like ‘PRIDE’ and ‘Black Lives Matter’ have become
paramount globally and the reign of egalitarianism has ensued , it is said with utmost stress of
opinion that people need to have complete freedom of expressing political views. For a country
where citizens are put behind bars for expressing themselves is nowhere a democracy.
After 75 years of independence, Indians are still caged by the bars of corruption and greed. The
Indian Sedition law under section 124A of the constitution was drafted by the British first and its aim
was to stop people turning against its own nation which may lead to political instability. Yet today
the government has confused anti-national views with anti-governmental ones. Or it may be
possible that sedition now is nothing but a sympathy card played by politicians often as propaganda.
Those who attempt to run a parallel government in the country which would ultimately lead to
destruction of the State walk freely while people with innocuous political views are handcuffed for
constructive criticism. It is the ‘ego’ which is hurt and not the nation. The government says cases
are only filed when people tend to harm national security or turn to terrorist activities. Then did
Raghu Rama from Andhra Pradesh aim at terrorising while filing a petition to cancel bail of Chief
Minister Jaganmohan Reddy who had been accused of committing more than two dozen criminal
cases? Did filmmaker Aisha Sultana’s conveyance in Lakshadweep about the Union Territory
witnessing hundreds of COVID cases every day because of the administrative actions harm public
property?
This seems to prove that the government intends to act liberal in terms of constructive criticism but
in reality ends up taking egoistic actions. A premise given by politicians is that the rate of execution
of sedition falls to 3% only. Yet months of incarceration followed by struggle for bail is a long-drawn
legal process which has been the fate of activists, journalists, social media writers, innocent
WhatsApp forwarding people and tweeters in India since 2014. It takes a quarter of a second to file a
sedition case. Yet it takes years for impeccables to digest watching their careers dismantle coming
down the pike.
We need sedition to counterpoise, not punish people for their outlooks. We need sedition to identify
traitors, not tilt at windmills. We need a nation where sedition lives hand to mouth, not one where it
is embellished and misused.

- Diya Shah

Through the Pen of Affliction
What does it feel like having a settled job, a maintained life and watching it all turn to ruins and
ashes by being forced to be a part of some political propaganda? Does freedom of speech and
expression exist in its purest form in this nation? Diya Shah expresses the narrative of a life-loving
journalist who in exuberance of his job witnessed being accused of sedation through a letter written
by him to his beloved mother.

My Dear Ammi,
My heart sinks with guilt and grief as I pen down these words to you. My mind’s darkest, coldest corner
melts when I convey to you that 78 days from today I lost my job at The Sagar and my lips have lied to you
ever since. Ammi, the core of this world is as numb as the soil but the toppest layer is to act optimistic and
humane. Ever since my big day, the interview with this area’s MLA, I have understood that all these
inhumane souls want is to be praised. For that they may have to grab you by your neck and throw you into
filth, it wouldn’t matter. It happened in a blink of an eye that my life full of glee turned into gloom as I
published my article criticising him in my politest way Ammi. Death threats seem polite now. At least they
convey their emotions through words not dragging me as low as the darkest corner of the sea and hitting
me which feels like a thousand knives stabbing my body all at once. This is a goodbye Ammi, I surrender
tomorrow, I go behind the bars forever tomorrow. I am tired of running. I am tired of resisting. I am tired
of not being able to fight for myself. They have been trying to hunt me down for the past two months. Yet
with an awareness that I have a soul, who dreamt of becoming the Editor-in-Chief one day, who dreamt of
doing wonders one day, who did nothing wrong but express his opinions and put his soul into it while
doing so, I will still be gone tomorrow. I accept this life. Nothing but pain floods my veins when I convey
that I can never meet you in person. For I know if I do, it would hurt you a gazillion times more than me,
seeing the brown face you adored turn crimson and scarry. Hurt stains my soul as I convey I cannot call
you for they won’t let you live as a human when they find out my relationship with you. This letter is it for
us Ammi. I apologise from the core of my heart for being this disgrace and a scar on our family. May we
meet again Ammi, may we meet again.
Your Son Mehvesh

- Diya Shah

Gender Equality in the Workplace
Why it is essential for growth?

“It is important to recognize that gender inequality is not a female issue but a human issue” as said by Aadya
Manan the delegate of Australia on the persistent gender inequality that continues to affect women in their
workplaces till this date. The factors that lead to women not being able enter and progress in work forces are
abundant such as, the lack of job opportunities, the prominent gender wage gap, as well as the visible unrepresentation of women in leadership positions. Women with children continue to face disparities in the
workplace as compared to men with children. Not to mention the pervasive violence and harassment faced
by women at work till this date violating the women’s right to life, liberty and security; creating an
inhospitable workplace environment for women. Being a victim of workplace harassment not only affects you
at work but also affects your physical and emotional wellbeing. Gender biased inequality in the workplace
discourages women's participation, which is detrimental to the goal of inclusive growth. Above all it not only
affects women employees but has adverse effects on the entire working community.
Gender inequality not only affects the socio-economic status of women but affects the economic growth of
the country. Marginalization of female workers leads to an unstable power balance in the society,
consequently leading to a feeling of oppression from the affected group and poor quality of life. Female
participation would not only lead to economic growth as contribution to the GDP would increase but also
growth everywhere; improved productivity and a stable workforce with a happier and healthier environment
for all employees and not just females, are just a few examples of it.
“The cause of workspace discrimination is due to the presence of segregated policy that is used in the
workplace environment by employers” as stated by the delegate of France; such gender biased policies that
are being administered by employers should be eliminated entirely, promoting hiring simply off of the
eligibility and credibility and other neutral grounds should be adopted. Safety of female workers in the
workplace should not be undermined and any harassment or violence complaints lodged should be
recognised and investigated. The call for “gender neutral legislation” made by the delegate of Turkey is an
essential requirement, needed to support a safe working culture.

- Sevya Shekhar

Political Representation
Is policy making all there is to it ?
Women will take the best decisions for the women” as stated by
Swastika Dudpuri the delegate of turkey on why female political
representation is essential when questioned by Vaishnavi Phogat the
delegate of Argentina on what the country is doing for its insufficient
political representation, “we are doing our best to encourage our
women to participate in politics and measures for the same will be
taken” was how the point of information was answered.
“However, the question that I would like to ask is; is ‘encouragement’ enough? When will these measures that
delegates speak of will be taken? When will these policies be implemented? And if taken, with the evident social
barriers and the forever prevalent prejudice against women, what is the guarantee that the policies will be
successfully implemented?
Turkey is not the only country with repetitive and ineffectual answers to such interrogative questions. Political
representation is indispensable for equality and while efforts are being made as compared to their counterparts
female political representatives in many countries remain dearth. Interests are formed when there are enough
opportunities to test those interests out. According to a study conducted by UN Women, Bhutan, a landlocked
country in South Asia, responsibilities, low self-esteem, illiteracy, fewer role models and low expectations were
found as the key reasons that stop women from further participating in politics. In addition to the lack of female
representatives, women representatives that can procure a position are either harassed or subjugated to
prejudicial and sexist judgement. Sexism in politics is either blatant or disguised as benevolent sexism. An example
of this can be seen when American politician Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez was called her “crazy” and a “fu—ing b
—ch” by her colleague Rep. Ted Yoho on the steps of the U.S. Capitol, the number of articles that pop up with a
simple google search on harassment of female representatives is concerning and it is sad to say that such repulsive
incidents happen every day for female representatives, all around the world and many or even most of them, go
unaddressed.
Violence and prejudice limit the scope of political debate interferes with political work and demoralizes women
from entering the public service. This proves that simply administering policies, all though important, is just not
enough. Educating our women, providing them with opportunities and giving them a free and secure environment
to express their opinions without being the target of undeserved bigotry is essential for these policies to be
fruitful. Empowering women on all fronts including social, economic and political fronts is important. Changing
our mentality and our discriminatory beliefs is important.
Countries and governments focusing on changing their policies and laws to a more gender-neutral outlook is a
boundlessly important step towards a change for good but creating a safe and comfortable environment where
women can exercise their rights and fully enjoy the privilege of such policies is equally important. Therefore after
making the policies, the countries should not just rest but put more effort into making the policies a success. A day
where such policies and quotas aren’t needed and everyone can happily enjoy equality is a day I look forward to.

- Sevya Shekhar

Humanity and Humanitarian Aid
The UNHRC COMMITTEE had to deliberate and discuss
the agenda which is sensitive yet of great importance
to humanity. The agenda for the two day committee
was ‘ Providing effective Humanitarian Assistance to
conflict affected areas’. The decorus session began with
the remarks of the resourceful and dedicated delegates
of different countries about their country’s opinions ,
measures taken and future prospects on the issue
being discussed. As the committee proceeded in its
working the two issues of paramount importance were
discussed in a formal debate.
Upon establishing the first topic of the formal debate about the need of ‘EDUCATION’ the delegates began
to put forth their views. “Children born in war affected areas would consider taking up armed forces as a
way of becoming powerful” stated the delegate of Republic of Indonesia, highlighting the importance of
education for children living in war zones. While the delegate Iraq stressed upon the fact that education
receives less than 3% humanitarian aid. The delegate of the USA stressed the importance of ‘long term
education goals’ to tackle the solution while the delegate of Nigeria mentioned ‘vocational training’ as a
substantial solution.
Following the proposal of Denmark, to discuss the urge to provide effective humanitarian measures to
females, the delegates put forth the perspectives of their countries. The delegates reviewed the importance
of ‘education’ for women for them to know and fight for their rights and the special need to increase the
‘security’ of women in conflict affected areas. The delegate of Denmark also highlighted the need to include
women in ‘decision making’ while other delegates agreed with this opinion.
Another issue of appreciable importance was taken up to discuss in the formal debate on the second day of
committee. The need for ‘better legal protection and security for refugees’. The need of increasing the
standard of living along with provision of security was a notable point highlighted by the delegate of
Zimbabwe. The delegates of countries highlighted the need to provide employment opportunities and better
security for their betterment. “Physical health is in danger, but mental health is beyond above” mentioned
the delegate of Zimbabwe as the committee proceeded to discuss ‘better health care facilities for refugees’
The delegate of Finland questioned why the developed and economically well off countries hosted only a
small amount of refugees lately while the low and medium income countries are far ahead than them.
Towards the culmination of the committee the committee had an informal fun session. The efforts and
prudence of EBs was also commendable.

- Sanya Khurana

Is Human Catastrophe Inevitable?

It can be undeniably stated that ‘Wars and conflicts are certainly made to accomplish the destructive avarice
and coldness of a few individuals, groups or countries’. This ruinous mentality is pushing the lives of myrate
people in conflicted areas at stake. Not only it is taking away their homes and families but is also divesting
them of the ‘basic human rights’. All of these conflicts and wars lead to undesirable avenues indeed, but the
question is that ‘are they inevitable?’ The answer is undeniably a ‘No’ but then why is it working on the
grounds of ‘an eye for an eye’ and ‘men against men’ at the expense of innocent people.
The aforesaid question may not have an answer but the countries can definitely find solutions for the people
who are suffering due to wars and conflicts. This was the agenda of the UNHRC Committee.
The delegates of various countries gave substantial solutions to this issue. The security and improvement in
quality of life of refugees should be a major priority, proposed the committee. While the provision of security
is the issue of utmost importance, providing a quality of life with dignity should also be given equal
importance.
Education can move mountains. It can be an effective tool to end miseries. ‘Education and vocational training’
was extensively discussed in the committee. Upon posing a question if ‘moral based education is more
important or academic education for children in war areas’ many delegates were in favour of moral based
education. There is also a greater need for developed countries to take charge to prevent the refugees from
succumbing to the destructive wars.
The quandary of such refugees is immeasurable. The committee was successful to find some essentially
substantial solutions for the this issue.

- Sanya Khurana

The GBS MUN has been close to my heart since the day of its inception.
So, organizing our maiden edition was an overwhelming and fruitful
learning process. The team put in its heart and soul and the experience
was worthwhile. It was emotional to see our dream turning into a
reality as actions can be taken alone but deliberation is the work of
many men. Having along our way, esteemed executive board members
with passionate delegates was the cherry on the top.
Keertika Saini
Deputy Secretary General

"Through the paths of dissent and diplomacy" - These are the words
that Gyan Bharati MUN truly stands for. The GBS MUN 2021 conference
acted as a stepping stone for the delegates towards creating an impact
in society. The ongoing pandemic has taught us a lesson regarding the
unpredictability of life but also has reminded us of the boundless
creativity that flourishes in times like these. Those who willingly
analyze situations, research on problems, and collaborate on innovative
ideas would be the ones who will come out of the pandemic stronger.

Tanya Chatterji
Director General

Our Secretariat organized the very first GBS MUN, which
was nothing short of outstanding.
It was truly fascinating to be among such enthusiastic
participants who deliberated beautifully and found
solutions to global problems. It felt as if we were part of a
whirlpool of knowledge.
Antara Chatterjee
Deputy Director General

GBS MUN has been close to my heart as it is the first time our
school conducted an interschool MUN. I feel proud to be a
member of the secretariat who led the club forward. It was a
great learning experience, right from the training sessions to the
actual MUN with all the delegates who made it a success with
their knowledge and commendable confidence. Looking forward
to many more such MUNs.
Manasvi Bourai
Charge d' Affairs

Being a part of GBS MUN is indeed a part of an enriching
learning journey that has allowed us to foster skills that have
become increasingly important in the contemporary world. It
has also provided a platform to collaborate with different
people having varied interests and ideologies, and learn from
them.
Anusha Katyal
Convener

I feel obliged to be a part of the secretariat of the Gyan Bharati MUN.
It was a magnificent experience to conduct our first conference. The
executive board members were impressive and I was thrilled by the
fact that every single thing went as per plan.
This conference gave me a great experience of teamwork. It was a
pleasure to work with the Secretariat and Team Social House Events.

Dev Khurana
USG Finance

Gyan Bharati MUN has been a breathtaking experience, both
figuratively and literally. I realise now that we toiled for hours to make
it happen. It has been a journey like never before. Crashing into several
problems and navigating through all discord with unwavering
resilience takes courage, and, we, dear readers, have that courage.
That is what made the Gyan Bharati Model United Nations more than
just a gathering of people, it became a haven for debate and discussion
and lifelong experiences.
Aadya Saini
USG IT

MUNs are a great platform to deliberate and discuss pressing
world issues and GBS MUN was the right place for it.
It was fascinating to see all the delegates find solutions to these
problems with such enthusiasm and passion.
As Franklin D. Roosevelt once said, " We cannot build the future
for our youth, but we can build our youth for the future."
Reaa Dureja
Chief of Staff

Greetings!
Firstly, I would like to extend my gratitude towards the executive board
members of the organizing committee and all the delegates without whom this
conference would not have been possible.
It is our hope that delegates will be able to transform our world with their
words and become the next set of powerful leaders our generation needs. With
this hope, delegates will be able to take action on any problem they face and
conquer it through the use of their words.
We are confident that they will become responsible leaders of tomorrow and
Sahil Chopra

the world will be in safe hands.

Chief Advisor

Greetings!
I am proud of team GBS MUN for creating this online platform for
debating enthusiasts and avid learners. Model UN has always had the
power to make people stand up for what they believe in and create a
fostering environment for knowledge. This power creates a desire to
not only learn about the world but help find solutions that can
combat the problems many people are facing. So today in the middle
of a pandemic, to keep the spirit of debating alive, we organized this
e-MUN.

Mayank Veerwani
Advisor
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